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A Significant Milestone
Time is always a significant factor 
for investors as it informs their 
investment horizon and the type 
of assets they consider over a given 
period. We are long-term investors, 
as by extension are the clients 
that place their funds with us. But 
becoming long-term value investors 
with reputable credentials and an 
established track record takes time. 

Our own history provides a snapshot of how an 
environment can change over time and the importance 
of putting structures in place that can withstand and 
adapt to evolving conditions. The end of 2017 marks 
a significant milestone in the investment journey of 
the Fundamental Active Value Equity team.

The team became part of State Street Global Advisors 
(SSGA) following its acquisition of Bank of Ireland Asset 
Management (“BIAM”) in January 2011 and now sits 
as an independent investment unit within the group. 
Founded in 1966, BIAM was built around the principles 
of value investing, and managed unconstrained, 
concentrated equity portfolios focused on delivering 
long-term excess returns. Today’s team continues to 
advance that philosophy and tradition.

THE BIG PICTURE
Barry Glavin,  
Chief Investment Officer

While we, as a firm, could perhaps lay claim to over five 
decades of experience, we believe that the period since 
the end of 2007 is the most relevant one over which to 
assess our investment capabilities. The senior members 
of the team joined the business over the course of 2006 
and 2007, and in the period that followed rebuilt the 
investment team around a global research platform, 
re-engineered the investment process around new 
workflows and tools, and refocused our product line-up 
around our Spotlight Strategies.

These measures were taken not with a view to changing 
or deviating from the firm’s long-standing investment 
culture, but rather to reconnect the portfolios with the 
investment principles that had served our clients so 
well for so long. By the end of 2007, a newly-resourced 
research team was in situ, the Research Portfolio was 
populated with securities that complied with the new 
process, and all securities held in client strategies were 
sourced from that Research Portfolio.

The close of 2017 therefore represents a significant 
milestone for SSGA’s Dublin-based Fundamental Value 
Equity Team. It marks 10 years since this team and the 
process that underpins our investment approach have 
been in place, and the attainment of a 10-year track 
record for two of our Spotlight Strategies — the Global 
Value Spotlight Strategy managed by Brian Routledge, 
and the Eurozone Value Spotlight Strategy managed by 
William Killeen.

An Interesting Decade
The past decade has been an interesting one. It’s 
tempting to label it an extraordinary time, one that has 
presented significant challenges for investors in general, 
and value investors in particular. But as tough as it 
has been, none of us can recall a period that could be 
characterised as easy. Identifying opportunities to deploy 
capital productively has always been a competitive and 
challenging undertaking. We settled on an investment 
approach that we believed could help us rise to this 
challenge, and it has. When the markets have tested our 
resolve we have been able to retreat to a transparent, 
simple framework, based on a set of beliefs that the 
entire  team has confidence in and is committed to.
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An Enduring Framework

Built for the Future
We are a forward-looking long-term investment manager, 
but we are indebted to the structures put in place a decade 
ago that have facilitated our progress. The investment 
team that we have assembled is talented and experienced 
with a shared commitment to value-based investing. 
That commitment has been evident through hostile 
markets, corporate change and occasional short-term 
performance pressures. We don’t always get it right but 
we have relentlessly stuck to our process, ignored the 
noise, and maintained focus on what we believe really 
matters. And we believe this has been key to adding 
value for our clients. 

Ten years ago we were a newly-assembled team, rolling 
out a new process, launching a new suite of strategies. 
Today we have a team of 22 value investors with an 
average of 18 years’ experience and eight years tenure, 
deploying an investment process that has been road-
tested for a decade. It is a starting position that differs 
from 10 years ago and one that we believe leaves us 
well placed to generate the type of returns that our 
clients, who have shared this journey with us, are 
seeking to achieve.

•	 Value: A significant body of evidence, 
both academic and empirical, underpins our 
commitment to the discipline of value investing. 
Our interpretation of this approach centers on 
investing in well-capitalised businesses where 
the market rating of capital does not fully 
reflect the long-term productivity of that capital. 
We structured our team and designed our 
process to focus all our efforts on uncovering 
such opportunities.

•	 Long-Term: We believe one of the reasons that 
the value premium endures is because shares are 
not always priced on the basis of their long-term 
earnings power. We know that the mispricing 
of an asset can take time to unwind and we 
were determined to ensure we had the patience 
and resources to wait. Long-term thinking features 
throughout our process: our screen considers ten 
years of history, our due diligence focuses on 
through-cycle earnings power and our holding 
periods are measured in years.

•	 Fundamental: Low multiples do not always 
correspond to good value. Detailed financial 
and fundamental analysis is crucial to our 
understanding of long-term earnings power, of the 
capital required to support those earnings, and the 
financial strength of the company in question. Only 
when we have assessed the quality of a business can 
we determine whether the price is attractive.

•	 Consistent: To effectively allocate capital on the 
basis of upside to intrinsic value, valuations must 
be comparable. Rigor, discipline and consistency 
are embedded throughout our process. The metrics 
we employ in our screening process, accounting 
adjustments we apply, financial models we use, 
and valuation routines we deploy are all uniform 
across the process.

•	 Concentrated: We believe that concentrated 
portfolios drive us to invest in only the most 
compelling opportunities, while avoiding the 
perils of over-diversification. We cast a very wide 
net, carry out detailed research, and then focus our 
portfolios on only the best ideas. Our process starts 
with a universe of 4,800 equities and ends with a 
Spotlight portfolio of between 30 and 40 stocks. All 
of our Spotlight Strategies have high active share.

•	 Disciplined: We believe the biggest risk we face 
is over-paying for a security. Our entire process 
and suite of tools are aimed at mitigating this risk. 
We aim to buy stocks we deem to be trading at a 
discount to their long-term intrinsic value. That is 
our margin of safety and best risk control we know.



The Issues
Hyundai Motor has experienced something of a perfect 
storm in recent times — a poor model line-up; struggling 
emerging markets; collapsing Chinese sales; difficulties 
at its financial subsidiary; and the currency tailwind 
that they enjoyed during the financial crisis has reversed. 
Arguably, there is seldom a better time to buy an auto 
stock than when there is such a confluence of 
negative events.

Revenue and Operating 
Margin Recovery
We see the key issues facing Hyundai Motor as fixable 
over the medium term. 

Model line-up 
SUVs represent a growing segment within the auto 
industry and have been responsible for virtually all the 
car sales growth in some countries over the past few 
years. Hyundai Motor has struggled to keep up with the 
demand for SUVs, having had too much of a car-focused 
line-up and not enough new SUV models across the 
various size and price points to compete. This has cost 
them market share, particularly in the US and in their 
domestic South Korean market. Hyundai is increasing its 
SUV offering with new model launches, and by 2020 they 
expect to have brought the SUV model proportion into 
line with the market mix for their key geographies.

Hyundai Motor
In an environment where 
consumer stocks have been 
trading at elevated valuations, 
Hyundai Motor screened as 
an interesting value opportunity. 
Following an in-depth analysis of 
the issues facing the company, we 
believe its long-term prospects 
are bright and coupled with its 
depressed valuation, it fulfils 
our key criteria for investment. 

The Company 
Hyundai Motor is part of the Hyundai Group, which 
includes Kia, and is ranked in the world’s top five auto 
manufacturers, as measured by global shipments. It 
has a geographically diversified sales portfolio, with 
a sales footprint established in all major regions.

The company initially employed a very successful 
strategy of gaining market share globally by offering 
a good product at a competitive price. Its focus has 
more recently shifted to moving up the quality 
spectrum and trying to elevate the brand to 
achieve improved pricing. 

FINDING VALUE
Ciara Lynch,  
Research Analyst Globally Diversified Sales
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Source: Hyundai, SSGA as of 31 December 2016.
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* This information should not be considered a recommendation to invest 
in a particular sector or to buy or sell any security shown. It is not known 
whether the sectors or securities shown will be profitable in the future.
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Invested Capital
The invested capital of most auto stocks is distorted due to 
their financial subsidiaries; with its three financial 
subsidiaries, Hyundai is no exception. We stripped these 
out of our calculation of invested capital to establish the 
‘true’ return on invested capital (ROIC) for the auto 
business. Current capacity utilisation is depressed and we 
anticipate that this will recover over time. However, we are 
also mindful of where we are in the global auto cycle; some 
markets — such as the US — have fully recovered from the 
financial crisis. As a result, our primary focus is on 
identifying the level of through-cycle returns that the 
company should be able to achieve.

Summary
When evaluating opportunities in which to invest, 
the Fundamental Value Equity team seeks to identify 
companies that we believe can sustain returns close to 
their cost of capital through a market cycle. We seek stocks 
that trade at a discount to intrinsic value and it is an EV/IC 
(enterprise value/invested capital) valuation of 0.6x that 
could bring a company like Hyundai Motor onto our 
investment radar.  

Emerging markets
Hyundai has what we consider to be an enviable position in 
emerging markets, with over half of their sales exposed to 
these regions. However, this can bring its own problems 
along with resulting bouts of volatility. Russia and Brazil, 
while not very large in the context of the group’s sales, have 
seen their auto markets halve as a result of recent political 
and economic difficulties. In a similar vein, auto sales in 
Middle Eastern countries have been hit by the decline in 
the oil price. We expect these markets to eventually recover 
and become areas of growth for the auto industry and 
Hyundai is well positioned to benefit when this happens.

China
Demand for Hyundai products in China collapsed in 2017 
as political tensions spiked over the deployment of the 
THAAD defence system in South Korea. Deteriorating 
relations between the two countries over the issue 
deterred Chinese buyers and sales slumped. We expect 
the relationship to recover over time, which should help 
deliver a corresponding pick-up in sales. Indeed, there is 
some evidence of a thaw already beginning. 

We believe that an improved model line-up, coupled 
with a recovery in emerging markets, will see Hyundai’s 
revenues return to growth and margins stabilise to 
through-cycle levels.

Quality Focus
In the midst of the aforementioned operating issues, it 
can be easy to lose sight of the positive progress being 
made on improving the underlying quality of their 
products. As Hyundai and Kia seek to elevate the brand, 
they have invested significantly in improving their quality 
credentials, something that is evident from their scores in 
the JD Power quality rankings; Hyundai Motor has ranked 
ahead of Toyota in quality scores for the US market in the 
past four years.

In the most recent rankings, the Hyundai group of brands 
secured three of the top six rankings for quality scores. 
Over time, we expect this to be reflected in improved brand 
perception and pricing, but this is something that will likely 
be a longer-term transition.

JD Power Quality Rankings 2017*
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Source: J.D. Power 2017 US Initial Quality StudySM (IQS). 
*Published by J.D. Power June 21, 2017.

* This information should not be considered a recommendation to invest 
in a particular sector or to buy or sell any security shown. It is not known 
whether the sectors or securities shown will be profitable in the future.
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ESG — Evolution Rather 
than Revolution
At SSGA Fundamental Value,  
we have a long history of ESG 
investing. The team has run a number 
of exclusion-based mandates since 
the 1980s while our long-standing 
fundamental investment approach 
and governance activities ensured 
implicit consideration of ESG issues 
across our broader suite of products. 

The explosion of interest around ESG investing in 
more recent years has created new challenges for 
investment managers, while pension fund trustees 
and advisors may face increasing legal requirements 
around ESG risks such as the EU IORP Pensions 
Directive,1 due for implementation in 2019. 

Traditional approaches to ESG investing historically 
tended to gravitate towards exclusion — screening out 
companies or sectors deemed unethical or morally 
unacceptable (e.g. stocks associated with military 
weapons, tobacco or gambling). Over time, ESG strategies 
evolved to become more integrated or inclusion-based 
— managers would select companies or sectors from their 
investment universe based on a combination of ESG 
factors and financial analysis. More recently, a hybrid 
approach has emerged — integration as the core process 
with exclusions in commonly accepted sensitive areas.

Our response to these developments has been to be more 
explicit about how we view ESG analysis supplementing 
our long-standing investment approach — evolution 
rather than revolution.

ESG Integration and 
Stock Performance
Central to our integration efforts is the belief that 
consideration of ESG factors is complementary to 
our investment process rather than something more 
transformational. However, in much of the literature and 
debate around ESG investing, there is rarely reference 
to the primary determinant of future investment returns 
— starting point valuation. A portfolio of companies 
with leading ESG characteristics is likely to provide 
disappointing future returns if purchased at inflated 
valuation levels. Academic studies in this area seem 
supportive of this viewpoint.2

“A portfolio of companies with leading ESG characteristics 
is likely to provide disappointing future returns if 
purchased at inflated valuation levels.”

Following due diligence on a number of external 
ESG research providers, we engaged Sustainalytics 
to assist with our efforts around ESG integration. 
A fundamental framework to ESG analysis, a similar 
research structure to our own and strong overlap 
with our existing investment universe ensures that 
Sustainalytics provides a good fit with the Fundamental 
Value team. We are now better able to demonstrate that 
ESG factors are explicitly considered throughout the 
lifecycle of our investment process — from initial stock 
screening to portfolio construction.

RESEARCH BRIEFING

Peter O’Donoghue, Portfolio Manager and  
Mark Prentice, Research Analyst

1 DIRECTIVE (EU) 2016/2341 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 14 December 2016 on the activities and supervision of institutions for occupational retirement provision (IORPs).
2  Empirical Research Partners (2014). “Perspectives on Socially Responsible Investing”. Asness, C. (2017). “Virtue is its Own Reward” Cortez, M., Silva, F., and Nelson Areal (2012). 
“Socially Responsible Investing in the Global Market: The Performance of US and European Funds.” International Journal of Finance & Economics, Vol. 17, Issue 3.
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Our Approach
Our approach to ESG integration can be broadly 
summarised as follows:

•	 ESG company ratings feed directly into our screens 
and stock templates at the outset of our investment 
process. Company ESG performance and material 
risks will be flagged to our analysts before research 
commences on a potential investment case.

•	 Our analysts will not exclude companies on the basis 
of a low or challenged ESG score. Instead, we seek to 
understand the issues at hand and their potential 
impact on our long-term financial assumptions around 
the business.

•	 Where material ESG issues are uncovered, the team 
engages directly with company management and our 
Asset Stewardship team to put forward our views and 
ensure issues are addressed.

Our investment process can be simply summarised — 
we seek out stocks where the current market valuation 
underestimates our assessment of the long-term 
economic earnings power of the business (ROIC). 
Our process requires robust assumptions around the 
sustainable operating profitability of a business as well 
as the capital required to support those assumptions. 
As fundamental analysts, we are interested in any 
material ESG factors that could positively or negatively 
influence these metrics.

ESG Integration in Practice
Using the airline industry as an example, we can 
see how ESG considerations can impact a potential 
investment case. We have come to recognize the key to 
long-term value creation in this industry as relative cost 
competitiveness in markets served and asset (aircraft) 
productivity. Key inputs into our modeling assumptions 
in the sector include operating margin (EBIT) and capital 
allocation. Let’s consider the following ESG factors in 
that context:

•	 Carbon Footprint — can the airline demonstrate 
declining emissions on a per passenger basis? What 
does analysis of the current aircraft fleet and future 
order book tell us about future fuel-burn? These are 
issues that will impact on group productivity, 
operating margin and regulatory relationships.

•	 Human Capital — how is labor organised? Are 
operational employees represented by collective 
bargaining or other employment methods? Is the 

industrial relations environment sufficiently stable to 
drive productivity and a low risk of disruption? These 
issues are critical to operating performance and 
profitability in a capital-intensive business. 

Our normalised financial assumptions on specific airline 
investments reflect our thinking on these types of issues 
and incorporate the frequent overlap between 
fundamental and ESG analysis.

Firm-wide Commitment
“As active stewards, we represent the interests of our clients 
who are the actual owners of the assets that we manage.” 

Ronald P. O’Hanley President and CEO of State Street 
Global Advisors — 30 January 2017.

Growth in index-based investing has resulted in large 
asset managers accumulating stakes in companies, 
often unmotivated by a fundamental understanding 
of the underlying business. It is often perceived that 
engagement between company management and 
these asset managers is thus of limited value. At SSGA, 
although a large part of group AUM is index-based, the 
Fundamental Value team contributes to a more 
active approach:

•	 Engaging with our portfolio companies, to share views 
on the risks and opportunities that may affect returns 
over the long run.

•	 The FVE team collaborates with the central Asset 
Stewardship team, to engage with management teams 
and contribute our perspectives.

A recent example around executive 
remuneration at a US technology firm 
highlights our approach to governance: 

After engagement with the company, we 
recommended a vote against CEO compensation 
in 2016 as the business had neither provided us with 
monetary quantification nor substantive disclosure 
around the awards and related metrics, and the 
awards in the previous two years had subsequently 
been valued at in excess of $30m per annum. 
The Asset Stewardship team agreed and voted 
accordingly. In 2017, we recommended a vote against 
both CEO compensation and the re-election of the 
Chair of the remuneration committee. Again, the 
Asset Stewardship team voted in line 
with our recommendation.
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